
 

Tea Auctioneers since 1990 
TEA MARKET  REPORT – SALE # 12 

The Sale # 12 held on Tuesday the 23rd July, 2019. The offerings comprised of 53,422 Pkgs of 
Leaf (874 Pkgs of Old Season Teas) and 10,322 Pkgs of Dust (40 Pkgs of Old Season Teas) on 
offer met with fairly good demand.  
  

CTC  LEAF: Well made Brokens on offer met with good demand but prices in general were 
about firm for the bright liquoring cups. Medium categories met with fair demand but prices 
declined by Tk.10/- and more. Plainer types with neutral cups were saleable at a fair discount but 
the poorer types continued to be neglected with heavy withdrawals. 
 

Fannings categories with brighter cup met with good demand and prices were about steady over 
last. Medium varieties met with irregular demand and where sold took a discount of Tk.10/- and 
more and there were fair withdrawals. Plain categories saw no demand and mostly remained 
unsold. 
  

QUOTATIONS BROKENS     FANNINGS 
LARGE   : 195.00-210.00(190.00-205.00) BEST  :   215.00-225.00(213.00-223.00) 
MEDIUM: 185.00-200.00(180.00-195.00)    GOOD    :   200.00-210.00(195.00-205.00) 
SMALL   :  190.00-205.00(180.00-195.00) MEDIUM :   185.00-195.00(180.00-190.00) 
PLAIN     :   135.00-160.00(135.00-150.00) PLAIN  :   140.00-160.00(140.00-155.00) 

BLF           :     90.00-120.00(105.00-130.00) BLF       :     90.00-120.00(105.00-130.00) 

(BLF- Bought Leaf Factory) 
 

DUST : Good liquoring RDs, PDs and Dust met good demand and sold at easier rates. Clean CDs 
met with fair demand and sold at dearer rates. 
 

COMMENTS:  Well made, liquory teas met with improved demand and major Blenders lent 
good support for these types. Loose tea Buyers also showed fairly good interest for these 
categories. As a result a good portion of tea of best, below best and the medium categories could 
be sold at a satisfactory price level. Poorer types were mostly neglected and remained unsold. 
 

GARDEN AVERAGE OF SALE # 12        
GHAZIPORE         5,492.5 KGS @ TK. 195.40 
JAGADISHPUR         2,194.0 KGS @ TK. 159.75 
KARNAFULI       35,764.0 KGS @ TK. 265.22  
KODALA           9,434.0 KGS @ TK. 249.50 
NEW DANTMARA A/C NASEHA      1,645.5 KGS @ TK. 180.00 
PARKUL          1,097.7 KGS @ TK. 142.49 
SREEBARI          6,034.5 KGS @ TK. 180.78 
 

NEXT  SALE : 
The Sale # 13 will be held in Sreemongal on Monday 29th July, 2019 when the offerings 
comprises of  Pkgs of Leaf 40,767 & 7,882 Pkgs of Dust. 
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